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CHAOS AND TERRORMANUFACTURED BY PSYCHIATRYA Publi Servie Report fromCitizens Commission on Human Rights19137 CCHR Pamphlet - Terror 10/28/20041.1 Citizens ommission on human rightsThe Citizens Commission on Human Rights (CCHR) was established in 1969 by the Churh ofSientology to investigate and expose psyhiatri violations of human rights, and to lean up the1



�eld of mental healing. Its o-founder is Dr. Thomas Szasz, professor of psyhiatry emeritus and aninternationally renowned author. Today, CCHR has more than 130 hapters in over 30 ountries.Its board of advisors, alled Commissioners, inludes dotors, lawyers, eduators, artists, businessprofessionals, and ivil and human rights representatives.CCHR has inspired and aused many hundreds of reforms by testifying before legislative hearingsand onduting publi hearings into psyhiatri abuse, as well as working with media, law enforementand publi oÆials the world over.FOR FURTHER INFORMATION:CCHR International6616 Sunset Blvd.Los Angeles, CA, USA 90028Telephone: (323) 467-4242(800) 869-2247 - Fax: (323) 467-3720www.hr.orge-mail: humanrights�hr.org1.2 Introdution manufaturing murderers

Figure 1: Former psyhiatrist Ayman al-Zawahiri \is the guy - he's the operational ommander. . . number on the right-hand side of Osama [bin Laden℄ . . . He believes that violene is purifying." -Vinent Cannistraro, former ounter-terrorism oÆial, U.S. Central Intelligene Ageny (CIA)The terrorist attaks on the twin towers of New York's World Trade Center and the Pentagon inWashington, D.C. on September 11, 2001, will never be forgotten.Unthinkably violent ats shok us all. What kind of mindset methodially plans and exeutesmass murder - with utter disregard for humanity? What kind of person ould be so old-hearted anddestrutive - and be willing to give up his own life in the proess? Yet some \experts" laim thattoday's terror merhants are no more irrational than you or I - that we all have \demons" within.Beware these experts, beause their laims are blatant falsehoods. Terrorism is reated; it is nothuman nature. Suiide bombers are made, not born. Terrorism is the result of madmen bent ondestrution, and these madmen are typially the result of psyhiatri or psyhologial tehniquesaimed at mind and behavioral ontrol. Suiide bombers are psyhologially indotrinated to murderinnoent people without ompassion.Part of that proess involves the use of mind-altering psyhiatri drugs. Consider the roots of theword \assassin." In the year 1090, Hasan ibn al-Sabbah founded a terrorist group alled the IsmailiOrder in a mountain fortress, south of the Caspian Sea. To train followers as killers, they were �rst2



drugged unonsious and then taken to a beautiful garden �lled with luxuries and women. They werewoken to enjoy the \delights" and then drugged again and returned to the \Grand Master" overseeingtheir training. He would assure them they had never left his side, but had merely experiened a tasteof paradise that awaited them, if they suessfully arried out a killing assignment. Beause of theheavy use of hashish to aomplish the intoxiation, the killers beame known as \Hashishiyn" (fromthe Arabi, \user of hashish") and later \Assassins."The Japanese \kamikaze" pilots who suiidally attaked allied shipping during World War II,used amphetamines to override their natural impulse to survive. Amphetamine side e�ets inludepsyhosis, euphoria and ombativeness.From Hitler's \Final Solution" in Germany - masterminded by psyhiatrists 70 years ago - totoday's suiide bombers, the world has su�ered greatly at the hands of programmed assassins andgenoidal manias.This publiation reveals the hidden key players in the alarming and explosive upsurge in terrorismtoday - psyhiatrists and psyhologists. Publily exposing this destrutive soure behind terrorism,provides insight into an otherwise inomprehensible and devastating phenomenon. Jan EastgatePresident,Citizens Commissionon Human Rights International2 The `dotors' of deathWhile the \9/11" media onentrated on Osama bin Laden, his Afghanistan-based terrorist group al-Qaeda and the 19 airline hijakers with links to al-Qaeda, very few knew the role played by Egyptianpsyhiatrist, Ayman al-Zawahiri.Vinent Cannistraro, formerly a high-ranking Central Intelligene Ageny (CIA) ounter-terrorismoÆial, plaes Zawahiri at the heart of the matter: \Zawahiri is the guy - he's the operationalommander . . . number one, on the right hand side of Osama. . . . He believes that violene is purifying.. . . He kills innoent people."2

The September 11 attaks were neither the �rst nor the last time Dr. al-Zawahiri and al-Qaedaworked together. At the height of the morning rush hour on Thursday, Marh 11, 2004, 10 explosionsripped through trains in three bustling stations in Madrid, Spain, leaving in their wake 191 dead and1,900 injured.Six or more operatives had planted bombs timed for simultaneous detonation, a tati aimed atamplifying the violene for greater psyhologial impat.2Vernon Loeb, \As U.S. Targets Bin Laden, 2 Top Aides Also Draw Seurity," Washington Post, 3 July 2000.3



The metiulous planning began at least 10 months earlier, when Moroan psyhiatrist Abu Ha�zagathered a number of al-Qaeda agents from Saudi Arabia and took them to Fallujah, Iraq. Over thenext few months, posing as a teaher from a religious shool, Ha�za roamed Iraq to gather intelligene- on behalf of Dr. al-Zawahiri.After ompleting his reonnaissane, Ha�za met with al-Zawahiri in August 2003, near the Pakistan-Afghanistan border, debrie�ng on his observations and making reommendations that ultimately tookshape in the Spanish bombings.3In Marh 2004, the one, same month as the Madrid bombings, The Times (of London) revealedthat al-Qaeda used drugs to brainwash young men in Iraq to reate suiide bombers. The proess,experts say, involves the use of pain and drugs in ombination with hypnosis.Aording to Colonel Karim Sultan, polie hief of Karbala, Iraq, \It's a long proess to brainwashthem. They sedue them with money, then start to use drugs on them until they are half-onsious."4\They give their suiide bombers barbiturates, and the amphetamines are for street �ghters whoare faing o� with the U.S.," a State Department analyst said.5Psyhiatrists and psyhologists boast that they are able to program individuals into assassins.Long before anyone heard of a \Manhurian Candidate" - a person unwittingly programmed to killby means of drugs and hypnosis - George Estabrooks, a psyhologist and former professor at ColgateUniversity in New York, reported the reation of operational Manhurian Candidates on the Alliedside during World War II. \The key to reating an e�etive spy or assassin," he said, \rests insplitting a man's personality, or reating multi-personality, with the aid of hypnotism. This is notsiene �tion. This has and is being done. I have done it."6
Figure 2: MANUFACTURING TERROR: Methods employed by those forming terrorist orps in-volve the use of drugs and psyhologial onditioning, together with ideologial indotrination; thesemethods enable terrorists to perpetrate suh atroities as the suiide bombings of the Marine bar-raks in Beirut (1983), of the U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania (1998), and in Iraq's holy ityof Karbala, where suiide bombers killed 112 people on Marh 2, 2004 (above).Numerous studies have veri�ed that psyhotropi drugs an \take over the human mind againstthe will of the individual."\Through the use of drugs," wrote Walter Bowart in Operation Mind Control, \the skilled mindontroller ould �rst indue a hypnoti trane. Then, one of several behavior modi�ation tehniquesould be employed with ampli�ed suess. In themselves, without direted suggestions, drugs a�etthe mind in random ways. But when drugs are ombined with hypnosis, an individual an be moldedand manipulated beyond his own reognition."3Gordon Thomas and Thomas G. Whittle, \The Terror Dotors," Freedom Magazine, August 2004; Freedominterview with Yossef Bodansky, The Seret History of the Iraq War (Regan Books, 2004), p. 520; \In Fallujahal-Qaeda Reminds Amerians of Mogadishu," DEBKA-NetWeekly 150, 31 Mar. 20044James Hider, \Iraqis Drugged, Brainwashed and Sent to Die for bin Laden," The London Times, 21 Mar. 2004.5Sharon Behn, \Al-Sadr militia pumping up with drugs," The Washington Times, 5 Ot. 2004.6Colin A. Ross, M.D., Bluebird, Deliberate Creation of Multiple Personality By Psyhiatrists (Manitou Communi-ations, In., Rihardson, Texas, 2000), p. 162. 4



Colin Ross, M.D., author of Bluebird: Deliberate Creation of Multiple Personality by Psyhia-trists and an authority on oerive psyhiatri methods, revealed that a variety of tehniques ouldbe exploited by a skilled psyhiatri tehniian to program an individual to ommit violent ats.Hypnosis exerts a more powerful inuene when ombined with drugs and pain.Ross suspets the amount of suiide bombers programmed with drugs is \lose to 100 perent."73 Mental health terrorists

Figure 3: Although the deadly 1995 nerve gas attak in the Tokyo subway (above) was ordered byShoko Asahara, Aum Supreme Truth's leader (inset), it was psyhiatrist Masamitsu Susaki, that setthe Aum on its destrutive ourse by hooking its leader and members on powerful and debilitatingmind-altering drugs, inluding LSD.A few examples hillingly prove the premise that psyhiatri or psyhologial inuene is at theheart of international terrorism:Dr. Masamitsu Sasaki, President of Aum Supreme Truth, Japan: On Marh 20, 1995, a lethalnerve gas attak on Tokyo's subway left 12 dead and more than 5,500 ill.8 The nerve gas usedwas sarin, a hemial developed for the Nazis during World War II.9 While the attak was orderedby the Aum leader, Shoko Asahara, it was Dr. Sasaki, Aum's president and a psyhiatrist, whointrodued psyhotropi, stimulant and halluinogeni drugs to the group. Another Aum physiian,Ikuo Hayashi, testi�ed that he used the barbiturate, sodium thiopental - a drug known to ausepsyhosis - and eletroshok treatment to \remove [the℄ memory" of Aum adherents.10 Dozens ofmembers died from sodium thiopental.\Carlos the Jakal" (Illih Ramirez Sanhez): Originally from Venezuela, he was one ofthe most renowned \revolutionary terrorists." A 1969 graduate of Mosow's Patrie LumumbaUniversity, where he trained in psyhologial terrorism and \brainwashing," \The Jakal" reportedlyworked for Mohamar QaddaÆ of Libya and Saddam Hussein of Iraq. Responsible for numerousskyjakings and bombings, he was desribed as \a ruthless terrorist who operates with old-blooded,surgial preision."Dr. Aziz al-Abub (AKA: Ibrahim al - Nadhir): The psyhiatrist behind the torture andmurder of CIA Beirut station hief, Bill Bukley, al-Abub studied politial persuasion, \brainwashing"and other psyhologial methods at the Patrie Lumumba ampus in Mosow in the 1980s. Hefamiliarized himself with the latest Soviet pharmaologial tehniques for \keeping a person passiveover a lengthy period and reduing the will to resist." He provided \pep pills" for suiide-bombers7Gordon Thomas and Thomas G. Whittle, \The Terror Dotors," Freedom Magazine, August 2004.8\Sientists allegedly led attak," The Japan Times, 18 May 1995.9David E. Kaplan, Andrew Marshall, The Cult at the End of the World (Crown Publishers, New York, 1996), pp.123 - 124.10Asahi Newspaper, Japan, 17 Feb. 1996, (translation).5



and implanted them with the idea of the glory of sari�e and dying. Today, al-Abub reportedlyworks in the Iranian prison system.11Frantz Fanon: Fanon trained in Frane to beome a psyhiatrist. Blaming the West for de-humanizing loal ultures, he preahed that ahieving freedom and mental health required ats ofviolene. In his book, The Wrethed of the Earth, Fanon wrote, \Violene is a purifying fore. Itfrees the native from his inferiority omplex and from despair and ination. It makes him fearlessand restores his self-respet."Dr. Norman Sartorius, former president of the World Psyhiatri Assoiation, said in 1994:\The time when psyhiatrists onsidered that they ould ure the mentally ill is gone. In the future,the mentally ill have to learn to live with their illness."

Figure 4: Carlos the Jakal \Carlos theJakal" (Illih Ramirez Sanhez) used psy-hologial terrorism in skyjakings, hostagetakings and bombings, suh as the abdutionpitured here.The Unabomber: In the U.S., Theodore Kazynski delivered 16 pakage bombs to sientists,aademiians, and others over 17 years, killing three people and injuring 23. Subsequent to his arrest,it was revealed that between 1959 and 1962, Kazynski had been the subjet of a disturbing mindontrol experiment aimed at measuring how people reated under stress. That experiment run byDr. Henry Murray at Harvard, was under the ontrol of Sidney Gottlieb, a psyhiatrist and head ofthe CIA's tehnial servies division.12 Aording to Kazynski, the intensive interrogation he wassubjeted to was \vehement, sweeping and personally abusive" and attaked his most herished idealsand beliefs. Afterward, he started to have ideas about an \anti-tehnology ideology of revolution."Rihard Baumhammers: On April 28, 2000, in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Baumhammers shotsix people, killing �ve and paralyzing one. Prior to the killing spree, he had been under treatmentby 12 di�erent psyhologists and psyhiatrists and had taken up to 17 di�erent psyhiatri drugs.The Oklahoma City Bomber: The bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building inOklahoma City was, at that time, the greatest at of terrorist violene ever ommitted in the U.S.Aording to David Ho�man in The Oklahoma City Bombing and the Politis of Terror, TimothyMVeigh had been a sergeant in the army and done ourses in Psy-Ops (psyhologial operations) atFort Riley. Psy-Ops is the study of psyhology for military purposes with the primary purpose \toindue or reinfore foreign attitudes and behavior favorable to the originator's objetives." It an beused to \inuene the emotions, motives, objetive reasoning, or behavior of a targeted publi."11Gordon Thomas and Thomas G. Whittle, \The Terror Dotors," Freedom Magazine, August 2004.12Alexander Cokburn, \We're Reaping Tragi Legay from Drugs Culture," Los Angeles Times, 6 July 1999.6



4 Creating killers

In 1955, a Soviet manual entitled, \Brainwashing: A Synthesis of the Russian Textbook on Psy-hopolitis" was translated and distributed as a publi warning by a New York professor. Psyhopol-itis was desribed by the Soviets as the \art and siene of asserting and maintaining dominionover the thoughts and loyalties of individuals . . . and the onquest of enemy nations through `mentalhealing."'It revealed, \The early Russian psyhiatrists, pioneering this siene of psyhiatry, understoodthoroughly that hypnosis is indued by aute fear. They disovered it ould also be indued by shokof an emotional nature, by extreme privation, as well as by blows and drugs."13During the Soviet era, Patrie Lumumba College and the Lenin Institute, both loated in Mosow,trained students in soial psyhology, unarmed ombat and guerrilla warfare. Between 1968 and 1975,an estimated 2,500 terrorists and guerrillas were trained there.\The urriulum at Patrie Lumumba overed all aspets of the tehniques of persuasion," inlud-ing the means to \manipulate and, when needs be, oere without resorting to physial fore," wroteGordon Thomas, author of Journey into Madness, Medial Torture and the Mind Controllers.In the U.S., tehniques were developed to \rush the human psyhe to the point that it wouldadmit anything," stated CIA mind ontrol psyhiatrist Sidney Gottlieb. British psyhiatrist WilliamSargant, Gottlieb's peer, advised the use of drugs on \resistant soures," noting that the drugs'\funtion is to ause apitulation, to aid in the shift from resistane to ooperation."144.1 Exusing murderPsyhiatri experts advising governments on terrorism also argue that the madmen are perfetlysane.Dr. Adel Sadeq, Chairman of the Arab Psyhiatrists' Assoiation, and head of the Department ofPsyhiatry at Cairo's Ein Shams University, explains it this way: \ . . . The psyhologial struture[of the suiide attaker℄ is that of an individual who loves life. This may seem strange to people [who℄are inapable of understanding [the suiide attak℄ beause their ultural struture has no oneptssuh as self-sari�e and honor."15Dr. Jerrold M. Post, a psyhiatrist, politial psyhology \expert" and former CIA analyst, saysthat terrorists are not psyhopaths \but use psyhologial strategy for politial hange."16Aording to Post, Saddam Hussein is not \irrational," \impulsive" or su�ering from a psyhotidisorder. Yet this is the man who waged a savage war on Iran between 1980 and 1988, imprisoned and13\Brainwashing: A Synthesis of the Russian Textbook on Psyhopolitis," re-printed by Charles Stikley, New YorkCity, 1955, p. 31.14Gordon Thomas and Thomas G. Whittle, \The Terror Dotors," Freedom Magazine, August 2004.15\Chairman of the Arab Psyhiatrists Assoiation O�ers Diagnoses: Perpetrating a Suiide/Martyrdom Attak isLife's Most Beautiful Moment," Arab Press, 22 May, 200216\Terrorists Aren't Psyhopaths but Use Psyhologial Strategy for Change," The Times of India, 15 Sept. 2001.7



then exeuted 8,000 members of the Kurdish resistane, and used hemial weapons against Kurdishvillages in his own ountry that killed 5,000 and left 45,000 injured. Post laims that Hussein merelyhas a \paranoid outlook" and that his troubles \an really be traed bak to the womb."17From glorifying the blatantly riminal ats of suiide bombers, to reduing the hideous ats of amaniaal murderer to psyhologial or biologial bad luk, psyhiatrists on both sides of the terroristonit share the same twisted perspetive on the riminal mind. This perspetive protets anddenies the dangerousness of the riminal, at the expense of honest itizens.5 Targeting the armed fores

Terrorism and war in Iraq have been a ash ow for psyhiatrists in the U.S. In Marh 2003, TheNew York Times reported: \Military psyhiatrists, psyhologists, soial workers and other mentalhealth workers are present [in Iraq℄ to o�er treatment on the forward lines."Soldiers have been handed antidepressants known to have violene- and suiide-induing proper-ties. The drugs an also ause anxiety, agitation, insomnia, bizarre dreams, onfusion, and akathisia(an inability to keep still) that an lead to violent behavior.On April 30, 2004, television stations around the world broadast graphi pitures of Iraqi prisonersbeing tortured and abused by U.S. soldiers in the Abu Ghraib prison outside of Baghdad, Iraq.18However, what wasn't known then was that psyhiatrists had been dispensing psyhoative drugs toserviemen and women in the prison. Speialist David Bishel reported, \Combat Stress Managementwas handing out Proza and Paxil like razy" to those who sta�ed the prison, \trying to get a handleon the frustration and depression."19Passing out known, violene-induing antidepressants to soldiers who are responsible for keepingthe peae is, at best, ill advised, at worst, psyhiatri riminal abuse.5.1 Targeting vitimsWithin days of the 9/11 attaks, psyhiatrists were prediting that as many as 30% of people a�etedby the reent attaks would develop post-traumati stress disorder (PTSD). Three billion dollars weredesperately needed, they laimed, for treating the mental health problems in New York alone.Three Amerian psyhiatrists oined the term PTSD in the wake of the Vietnam War and lobbiedfor its inlusion in the 1980 edition of the Amerian Psyhiatri Assoiation's (APA) \billing bible,"The Diagnosti and Statistial Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM).17Jerrold M. Post, M.D., \Explaining Saddam," Frontline, 1999.18\Iraq prison `abuse' sparks outrage," CNN.om, 30 Apr. 2004.19Lisa Le�, \Bay Area MPs say abuse rumors irulated at Baghdad prison," Assoiated Press, 6 May 2004.8



Professors Herb Kuthins and Stuart A. Kirk, authors of Making Us Crazy, say that most ofthe soldiers su�ered the e�ets of partiipating in \atroities, seeing grotesquely mutilated bodies,or going on partiularly dangerous missions." Those who su�ered the mental e�ets of this wereexperiening battle fatigue, or in other words, exhaustion, not \mental illness."Today, post traumati stress disorder has beome \strethed and blurred," says Tana Dineen,Ph.D., author of Manufaturing Vitims. There are some 175 ombinations of symptoms by whihPTSD an be diagnosed. \The appliation of PTSD has resulted in everything being pathologizeduntil the only way to be is to be `abnormal,"' Dr. Dineen said.Kuthins and Kirk further stated that PTSD \has beome the label for identifying the impat ofadverse events on ordinary people. This means that normal responses to atastrophi events haveoften been interpreted as mental disorders."With PTSD \authentiated" through its inlusion in the DSM, psyhiatrists paved the way formillions of dollars in funding to psyhiatry ashing in on trauma.6 The road to reovery
Figure 5: Men of goodwill an resolve any di�erenes; Nelson Mandela and F.W. de Klerk shakehands over the end of apartheid.Psyhiatry represents a destrutive instrument of soial ontrol. Its methods of mind and behaviorontrol ontinue to wreak misery on an international sale.It is essentially the reverse of the path that brought us into this madness. If we are anything atall about the quality of life for ourselves, our hildren, and the future, we must onsider this. Thisis not a nightmare we will wake from until hange takes plae.Like the delinquent youth who has abandoned his upbringing and taken up with bad ompany,we must ask ourselves whether we want to keep ompany with a rowd that has no future - with\professionals" who will likely destroy us.Or. have we had enough?If we are to bring man's inhumanity to man to an end, it must be realized that the real enemyis psyhiatrists and psyhologists skilled in and driven by the manufature of death, destrution andhaos.Only in the absene of psyhiatry and psyhology will man's true humanity to man beome fullyevident.This is the road to reovery.6.1 Reommendations1 Government, riminal, eduational, judiial and other soial agenies should not rely on the DSMand no legislation should use this as a basis for determining the mental state, ompeteny, eduational9



Figure 6: Citzen Comission Humans Rightsstandard or rights of any individual. Psyhiatri abuse is the lethal weapon that has sparked theexplosion of international terrorism. Mind and behavior ontrol must be exposed, outlawed andsantioned in every ountry in the world.2 Individuals who employ perniious psyhiatri methods to manufature terrorists should beidenti�ed and plaed at the forefront of the Most Wanted List of International Terrorists. The onlyway to win the War on Terrorism is to render the psyhiatrists behind the manufatured murderersinoperative.3 Taxpayers' money should not be used to fund psyhiatry's unworkable methods and \treatment"for \diseases" that annot be sienti�ally veri�ed. PTSD is not a \disease" - it is a normal reationto a terrifying situation.Caution: No one should stop taking any psyhiatri drug without the advie and assistane of aompetent non-psyhiatri medial dotor.This publiation was made possible by a grant from the United States International Assoiationof Sientologists Members' Trust.PHOTO CREDITS: Cover: Andrea Comas/Reuters/Corbis; 2: New York Magazine; 4: Landov;6: Corbis; 8: Reuters/Corbis; Tokyo Shimban/Corbis; AP Wide World Photos; 10: AP Wide WorldPhotos; Corbis; 11: Reuters/Corbis; 16: Bettman/Corbis; 18: David Turnley/Corbis. 2004 CCHR. All Rights Reserved. CITIZENS COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS, CCHRand the CCHR logo are trademarks and servie marks owned by Citizens Commission on HumanRights. Printed in the U.S.A. Item #FLO 19137
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